SANSKRIT AND DRAVIDIAN	oo
It is very curious that the same  problem  arises about
a  word  which is the  name neither of an animal nor a
plant; nor the    name of any prd-in^ry  article.    Of the
ancient Indo-European word for " mouth " occurring in the
Bgveda under the forms, 5$-, asan-, as({)ya9 there remains
no trace to-day except in the dialects of the mountainous
regions    of   the  North-West (cf.  Grierson, Pis. Lang*,
p. 75 ; and the lists of the Ling. Survey, No. 36). Besides
this word and the  mysterious prdty andm I,  52, 15, 37
(from which the word anlkam "face" is derived) the Bgveda
offers    some  examples    of   a  new  word   mukha—, the
use of  which   appears   to have  been   already  current:
it is applied   to  the author of a hymn  IV, 39, 6 ; to
Agni VIII,   43,    10   (<?/.    ripdtomiMa,   I,   97,  6;
X, 8i, 8) ; to the   Purusa  X, 90,  11 ;  it  designates the
point of the  arrow VI,  75, 15 ; in a comparatively late
h>mn I, 162, 2 mukhaia\  is translated "by the bridle";
which  presupposes  that wukha was used for the mouth
of  the  horse.   "Whence comes this word  which is used
everywhere in  Indo-Aryan to-day (except in  Sindhi  in
which   there  is a  representative of  Taktra-) and which
ite Afghan  has- berrewet (max) ?   The  Indo-European
words     which    are    usually     referred    to,  Lette   mute
Got. munps, old  High German mula (and even Skr. mula-
" root"    if    the   conjecture   of    Prof.  Wackernagel is
accepted.    Sitzber.  Beitin,   1918, p. 4?10) are of known
formation ', but one would search in vain for -kha- amongst
the normal suffixes in Sanskrit (mayvkha- " nail,"  " peg "
is solitary and recalls modern Iranian, Persian mm, etc. [See
the works of P, Horn, and Hiibschmann under No. 1005]
without it being possible to propose a common ancient form).
Now, if  we admit that Indo-European  of India had
any derivative of original *mn* then its deformation might

